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1. Yes, except no to a BC manager and compulsory audit of body corporate accounts on annual basis.
The BC manager function is done by the committee already. AT the AGM should be decided to audit
the accounts each year or not. Also it should be allowed the owners to decide at the AGM if they
need a contracted body corporate manager or the existing body corporate committee can run the
general business as before. We had so called professional property managers in the past that were
not working in the interest of the community in the building and they were making themselves
richer all the time. We got rid of them long time ago and do not wish them to return into the
building. They were ripping off the owners all the time.

2. No. One rule for all. These rules should apply across the board.

3. No to all three points.
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4. No. Should stay as two separate things.

5. Yes

6. Yes

7. No. The contact details of all owners should be available to the body corporate committee only
otherwise it will create chaos and nothing will get done in the building. The owners have the rights
to appoint the body corporate committee members once a year at the AGM. The committee is given
at the AGM to run the business and that is documented in the minutes of AGM. Having all owners to
mix themselves in the decision makings every 5 minutes will stop the committee to do its job.
So absolutely a big NO to sharing the contact details with all owners.

8. Yes at AGM only.

9. No. Nobody would want to be on the committee.
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10. No keep as is. The committee members who are running the business have the full picture in
mind. They know what should happen to improve things in the building. Keep the law as it is now.

11. Yes.

12. Yes

13. No, increased professionalism is not the answer, its more about knowing how to run the
building. Each building is different and has its own issues. Unit owners/committee members have
more buy into the issues, to get them solved properly, not a manager who is on an hourly rate and
doesn’t care how long it takes to resolve. The so called property managers are charging $260 per
hour and they rip off the owners. We had one and we can provide several examples if needed, how
the owners had to pay thousands of dollars in the past and nothing got improved in the building. The
body corporate secretary used to sit in the cafe in Paris and laugh his head off how stupid the
owners were paying him big dollars and he was having a nice holiday each year with his wife doing
nothing for the folks in the building. For a 2 hours meeting with the committee he was charging the
owners $1,794.00 per meeting. This was a joke.
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14. No more money wasting for unit owners about information that doesn't affect their building.

15. No. The purpose of a committee is to keep prices down and the committee members are unit
owners as well. The managers won't have a vested interest in the building and just put the prices up
and up. No thank you.

16. No, because we don't need any managers as stated in 15 above.

17. No as above.

18. No as above.

19. No, the LTMP is set out at each AGM, the committee has to update at the next AGM what has
been done, what is getting done and what needs to be done in the future. This is just another level
of red tape we don't need!
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20. Yes, we do this now.

21. No.

22. No. 10 years only. We are living in a dynamic worlf today. Everythig changes fast (prices,
materials, equipment, machinery, everything). Hard to forecast for 30 years from now.

23. Yes.

24. Yes. LTMF should be compulsory for all sizes no matter it is under 5 or above 5 units.

25- Yes we do this already.
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26. Yes

27. Yes.

28. Yes. There is only going to be more body corporate as the population grows.
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